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Abstract. We describe a language of specified programs devised to form a basis for a system for 
the development of provably-correct programs. A specified program, as introduced by Blikle and 
then developed in this paper, consists of statements and declarations (in our language these are 
standard sequential, conditional and loop statements, blocks with local variables and possibly 
recursive procedures and functions) interleaved with local assertions sufficient o prove the global 
correctness of the program. This requirement forces us to adopt the philosophy that all the 
properties of program objects we use in our programs must be explicitly stated in specifications. 
1. General ideas 
It has been widely accepted that the approach to program development based on 
the philosophy "first develop - then prove correct" should bereplaced by a method 
for the rigorous development of provably correct programs [2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 
15, 18, 19, 22, 25, 26]. Such a method should simultaneously achieve two goals 
(often opposed to one another): 
(1) It should allow (or even force) a rigorous proof of correctness at each stage 
of a program's development. 
(2) It should be practically useful, i.e. it should allow one to program any 'sensible' 
algorithm and efficiently aid a programmer to solve technical difficulties. 
The use of the word 'proof' in (1) in its mathematical sense implies that all the 
notions and objects we use must be given a carefully defined semantics. 
Most of the existing methods view the process of program development as a series 
of more or less formal transformations leading from a high-level specification to a 
final version of the program which is correct with respect o this initial specification. 
Such an approach seems to have two disadvantages. 
First, formally it allows no change to the initial specification during the develop- 
ment of a program. One may argue that such a change to the initial specification 
should simply be forbidden. However, it seems to be necessary, for example, in 
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program maintenance, where starting from a program with some initial specification 
we change the program to satisfy a slightly modified specification. Another situation 
in which we would like to construct some desired specification rather than implement 
a given one is in the bottom-up development of a program. Finally, note that we 
should allow a programmer to correct his mistakes or inaccurate design decisions 
in some other way than to formally start from the very beginning with a new (better, 
though usually only slightly modified) specification. 
Second, this approach leads to some technical problems. If by using some 
transformation rules we derive one program from another, then the correctness of 
the original program implies the correctness of the derived program, which for the 
standard approach means that program transformations must preserve program 
meaning up to some equivalence r lation. Unfortunately, many practically interesting 
relations are not congruences with respect o standard programming constructs; i.e. 
in general we have no guarantee that we may safely replace the original program 
by an 'equivalent' one in any program context (cf. [7]). 
Blikle [8] (similar ideas may be found in [3, 4, 15, 19, 21]) proposed that programs 
be developed with, rather than from (as in other approaches) pecifications. Program 
transformations eed not preserve program meaning (even up to an equivalence) 
but must preserve program correctness with respect o the possibly transformed 
specification. Programs ubject o development in this style, called specifiedprograrns, 
consist of a standard operational part (i.e. statements and declarations) with syntacti- 
cally interleaved specifications. These specifications provide documentation both of 
global program properties (pre- and postconditions) and of local ones. The require- 
ment that the specified local properties must be adequate for a proof of the global 
correctness of the program guarantees that the method achieves (1). However, the 
programming constructs considered in [.8] (the usual sequential, conditional and 
loop statements with global variables only) are far too primitive to achieve (2). 
To fill this gap we have designed a language of specified programs with PASCAL- 
level programming constructs: standard sequential, conditional and loop Statements, 
blocks with local variables, procedures and functions (both possibly recursive). 
Thus, this paper describes an attempt to introduce some more advanced program- 
ming facilities (procedures, functions, recursion) to specified programs. This does 
not mean that the appropriate constructs are just copied from standard languages. 
First, we have to devise a scheme for their specification sufficient o prove the global 
correctness of programs. Then, we have to impose on them some restrictions to 
make our programs more readable and easier to understand, to verify and to 
construct. 
The most important feature of (correct) specified programs is that all the properties 
of  program objects we use must be explicitly specified. We cannot rely on any 
properties of an object unless they are explicitly stated in an appropriate local 
specification. For variables these properties are described using first-order logical 
formulae. For procedures and functions, at the moment of declaration we have to 
explicitly specify the 'interface' between them and the external environment. This 
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specification provides both the properties of the procedure or function a user may 
rely on and the properties of the external environment a programmer may use in 
the implementation. 
An important technical novelty with respect o [8] is the systematic use of binary 
assertions, which describe program states in relation to some reference state rather 
than just describing program states themselves as unary assertions do: a binary 
assertion BA represents a relation over states [BA] ~_ S x S, while a unary assertion 
A represents a set of states {A} c_ S, where S = Ide--> Value is the set of all program 
states (variable valuations). 
The systematic use of some form of binary assertions (either explicitly, as in our 
approach, or implicitly, via e.g. the convention that a variable like Xo or X refers 
to the initial value of x) is, in our opinion, a necessary consequence of the constraint 
that program properties we would like to analyse must be specified formally. 
Several authors have advocated the explicit use of binary assertions in program 
specification and have proved them to be useful in rigorous program development 
(cf. [18, 20]). What is perhaps new in our approach is that we experiment with a 
notion of global correctness which allows both pre- and postconditions to be binary. 
This follows from the simple observation that in general there is no reason to require 
that the reference point (with respect to which we would like to describe our program) 
must be the program entry point. 
The paper is organized as follows. Some preliminary notions are introduced in 
Section 2. Section 3 provides a general characterization f the notion of specified 
program and describes basic types of statements. Section 4 describes blocks with 
declarations of local variables. The use of this 'kernel' of the language is illustrated 
in Section 5 where we sketch the development of a simple program (integer 
exponentiation). Another example (a heap-sort program) is presented in Section 8 
to illustrate the use of procedures and functions which we introduce in Sections 6 
and 7. Section 9 deals with recursion in specified programs. Section l0 describes 
how indirect implementations which allow the usual stepwise implementation of
procedures and functions are included in specified programs. Finally, some conclud- 
ing remarks are presented in Section I 1. 
2. Preliminaries 
Our language is parameterized by an underlying data type, which describes all 
data objects together with all primitive operations on them we would like to use in 
our programs (both in their statement and declaration parts and in specifications). 
By a data type we mean a many-sorted algebra [14] 
aT= ({D,},~T, {f~}~z, sort, arity) 
where T is a set of sorts (e.g. real, integer...), Z is a set of operation symbols (e.g. 
+, 1>...) and sort:~,-> T and arity:~,-> T* are functions that determine, respec- 
tively, the (output) sorts and the arities of operations. We write tr : t~ ×- • • x t, --> t 
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instead of tre Z, sort(tr) = t and arity(tr) = tl . . .  t,. If tr: tl x . .  • x t, --> t then f~ is 
a function that maps D,, x .  • • x D,. into D,. 
We assume that there exist a universal sort data ~ T, Dd,,,a = [,_J,~ T D,, and a sort 
of truth values bool e T, {true, false} c_ Dboo~, with standard logical connectives. To 
guarantee a sufficient specification power of our language we assume also that in 
our DT there is a universal equality, predicate and sort predicates on the sort data, 
i.e. that =: data x data -> bool with the standard semantic ounterpart and for t ~ T 
t" data --> bool with ft(a) yielding true if a ~ D, and false otherwise. 
Finally, we assume that with our data type we have associated a family of 
well-founded sets {(Dw# >wS)}wS~WFS, where WFS c_ T. (Recall that (D~# >w s) is a 
well-founded set if >~s is a binary relation on Dws such that there is no infinite 
decreasing sequence dl >wfd2 >~s" " " -) In our data type for any sort wfE WFS, the 
relation >ws is represented in the standard way by the operation gtwf" wf  x wf~ bool 
and the reflexive and transitive closure of > ws is represented by gews : wf  × wf--> bool. 
We omit the problem of data type specification in this paper. In our examples 
we allow any standard mathematical technique for describing many-sorted algebras. 
Of course, any attempt to design a support system for specified-program development 
and/or verification must involve some method for formal specification of the 
underlying data type (for example [11, 14, 16]). 
The underlying data type determines in the standard way a language of expressions 
and first-order formulae (over some fixed set Ifle of variables) with the usual 
semantics. Any unary assertion (first-order formula) A determines a set of all states 
{A}___ S such that s e {A} if and only if A holds in the underlying data type with 
the variable valuation s. Thus, for example, if E is an expression then {E} u {-aE} 
is the set of all states in which E has a defined boolean value (true or false); if 
t E T is a sort then {t(x)} is the set of states in which a variable x has a value of 
the sort t. In the following we usually write tx~, . . . ,  x, for t(x~) & • • • & t(x,). 
As we have already mentioned, in program specifications we use primarily binary 
assertions. In our language a binary assertion is a formula together with a finite set 
of 'non-constant-value' variables. The formulae are built over two sets of identifiers: 
Ide, the set of 'usual' identifiers, to denote the actual values of variables, and the 
set of their 'primed' copies, to denote the values of variables at a reference point. 
A binary assertion var(~)lPA (where 2 is a list of identifiers and PA is a first-order 
formula over the two sets of identifiers) determines a relation on states [var(~)l PA] c_ 
S xS  such that (s', s)e[var(~)]PA] itt s differs from s' at most on identifiers from 
and PA holds in the underlying data type with the valuation s of usual identifiers 
and the valuation s' of their primed copies. 
Thus, for example, vat( )](x = 3) and vat(x, y)](x = x' +2 & x < y) are binary 
assertions and: 
[vat( ) Ix= 3]= {(s', s) ls (x)= 3 & s '= s}, 
[var(x, y)lx = x' +2 & x < y] 
={(s ' , s ) l s (x )=s ' (x )+2 & s (x )<s(y )  & (Vt~Ide-{x ,y}) (s ( t )=s ' ( t ) )} .  
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We need the following notational convention: for any assertion (or expression, 
identifier or a sequence thereof) A, A' denotes A with all identifiers replaced by 
their primed copies. Moreover, if ~ is a sequence of distinct identifiers and /~ is a 
sequence of expressions of the same length then A(E/~) denotes A with all (free) 
occurrences of identifiers from ~ replaced by the corresponding expressions from/~. 
3. Specified programs 
The syntax of specified programs is the following: 
pre BApr; ST post BApo. 
Thus, we explicitly state a global specification composed of a precondition BApr 
and a postcondition BApo (both binary assertions) and a program body ST, which, 
besides tandard statements and declarations, also contains ome local specifications. 
To describe statements and declarations of specified programs a quite simple 
denotational semantics is given in [23]. This semantics allows us to view specified 
programs as programs in the usual sense, as a sort of recipes for performing 
computations. 
Specified programs, however, should be treated first of all as claims about their 
statement and declaration parts. To achieve this we introduce the notion of their 
truth (or correctness to accord with the standard computer-science vocabulary): a
specified program is said to be correct if it is globally correct with respect o its 
global specification (pre- and postcondition) and, moreover, if this may be proved 
from the local specifications given in the program body (cf. [8]). 
Following standard mathematical style, in the sequel for a specified program SP 
we write simply SP instead of "SP is correct". 
The notion of global correctness we use guarantees partial correctness and clean 
termination (i.e. nonlooping and nonabortion). For an arbitrary program P represen- 
ted by an input/output relation [p]_c S x S, P is said to be globally correct with 
respect o a precondition BApr and a postcondition BApo if 
[BAp,]C_EBApo][P]-' 
i.e. if for any input state si that satisfies the precondition with respect o some 
reference state s~ (i.e. (s,, si) ~ [BAp,]) there exists a computation of P leading from 
s/to an output state So (i.e. (s~, so) e [P]) that satisfies the postcondition with respect 
to the same reference state (i.e. (s,, so)e [BApo]) (cf. [9] where the case of unary 
assertions is extensively analysed). 
Formally we define correctness (recall that this is not to be confused with global 
correctness) of specified programs by induction on the structure of the program 
body. Since for standard structural statements this was explained in detail and 
illustrated in [24] (cf. also [8]) we give here only the formal definitions and a brief 
discussion. 
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We use diagrams 
to denote X iff Y and if X then Y, respectively. 
The body of a specified program may be either an elementary statement (amultiple 
assignment x~,.. . ,  xn := E~,.. . ,  En or skip) or a structural statement. 
In the first case global correctness i  proved directly without additional assertions, 
and thus no local specification is required. Formally we define: for elementary ST 
I pre BAp=;. ST post BAp______~o 
[ BAp,] ~ [ BApo][ ST] -1. 
Note that we give this definition on the 'semantic level' for convenience only: 
using the technique of backwards ubstitution we could reduce this definition to a 
more standard form without explicit reference to the semantics of assertions and 
(elementary) statements, as is usual in Hoare-like approaches to proving program 
correctness [17, 20, 1, 21]. 
For standard structural statements--i.e, sequential statements, in our language 
written in the form STI as BA sa ST2, conditional statements, written as if E then 
ST~ else ST2 fi, and while-loops--local specifications provide all program properties 
necessary to prove global correctness. 
The formal definition of specified-programs correctness inthese cases is as follows: 
pre BAp~; ST1 as BA sa ST2 post BApo 
(1) pre BAp,; ST1 post BA 
(2) pre BA; ST2 post BApo 
l pre BApr; if E then STI else ST2 fi post BApo 
[ (1) 
[ (2) pre BA~,, & E; ST~ post BA, o 
(3) pre BAp~ & -aE ; ST2 post BA, o. 
Note that the above condition (1) guarantees that the guard expression E, which 
should be a boolean-valued term, has a defined truth value true or false (we use 
the 'implication' R=~X when R ~ S x S and X ~_ S to mnemonically denote R ___ S x 
X). 
A while-loop is of the form ~ while E as BA inv A ter Et in wf do ST od. The 
specification provides a (unary) loop invariant A, a (binary) specification BA of 
subsequent iterations of the loop body and, since we use the method of functions 
into well-founded sets to prove termination, (the name of) a well-founded set wf 
and a termination expression E, which determines a function into wf whose value 
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decreases at each iteration of the loop body. (Recall that E't below denotes Et with 
all variables replaced by their primed copies.) 
.pre BAp,; while E as BA inv A ter Et in wf do ST od post BApo 
(1) [BAp,]~{A} 
(2) {A}c {E}u{-7E}, {A}c {wf Et} 
(3) [var( )IA]-_-BA, [BA & A][BA & A]c_EBA] 
(4) pre var( )[A & E; ST post BA & A & gtwf(E't, Et) 
(5) [BAp~][BA & A & -7E & gewf(E't, Et)]c_[BApo]. 
In the above, (1) and (5) are quite standard entry and exit conditions; (2) guarantees 
that the guard expression has a defined truth value and that the termination 
expression has a defined value of the sort wf; (3) guarantees that on states which 
may appear at the loop entry BA is reflexive and transitive. (4) states that A is 
indeed a loop invariant; that BA correctly specifies the loop body; that the value 
of Et decreases at each iteration of the loop; and, moreover, that all this is provable 
from the local specification of the loop body. 
In most specifications (in fact, in all our examples) A describes exactly the 
codomain of BA, i.e. {A} = {s[(=ls')((s', )~ [BA])}. If this is the case we omit the 
phrase "inv A" in the loop specification. Note that then A may be syntactically 
derived from BA: if BA-var(x~,.. . ,  x ,)]PA then the codomain of BA is described 
by the (unary) assertion (3x]) • • • (3x')(PA) with all free palmed identifiers replaced 
by their unpdmed copies. 
4. Blocks 
The other possible form of a program body is a block: 
with A begin/5; ST with BA end. 
Again, the statement and declaration part is standard: a sequence/5 of declarations 
and a statement ST which is to be executed in an external environment enriched 
by/5. The local specification is composed of a (unary) block precondition A which 
selects the information we want to pass to the block from outside, and a (binary) 
block postcondition BA which describes the result of a block execution in terms of 
a local reference point--the block entry point. 
To formulate this more exactly 'we present below the clause that defines the 
correctness of a block with the empty list of declarations: 
pre BAp~; with A begin ST with BA end post BApo 
(1) [BAp,]~{A} 
(2) pre var( )[A; ST post BA 
(3) [BAp,][BA]~_ [BA~]. 
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Note that in condition (2) the unary precondition A is equipped with the empty 
list of non-constant-value variables, which expresses the shift of the reference point 
to the block entry. Of course, this does not contradict with the global description 
of a program with respect o some fixed external reference point. Moreover, such 
a local shift of the reference point becomes necessary if one wants to make a program 
fragment independent from the environment and applicable in several different 
contexts. This requirement seems natural for blocks, where we introduce some local 
objects (variables, procedures, functions) and then we describe local properties in 
terms o~ this local environment. 
It is worth mentioning that due to the use of binary assertions the above clause 
describes in a very simple (and natural) way the propagation of constants (cf. [24]). 
Perhaps the next clause, which defines the correctness of a block with the declaration 
of a variable, shows this even more clearly (we expand the block postcondition BA 
to var07)lPA to be able to explicitly deal with its components): 
pre BApr; with A begin new x; ST with var07)lPA end post BA.o 
(1) [BAp,]~{A} 
(2) pre var()[(3x)(A) & declared(x); ST post var(y)[PA 
(3) [BApr][var(Y)l(3x)(3x')(PA) & x= x']~_[BApo]. 
Note that in the block body information about the external x is not available and 
that the block postcondition (with the information about the internal x covered up) 
is automatically enriched with the equality x = x' stating that the external x preserves 
its value, which may be naturally included in the program postcondition. 
A special predicate declared(x) is used to denote the fact that a variable x has 
been declared. This allows us to remove some context-sensitive r strictions from 
the language syntax and to check whether only declared variables are used in the 
definition of specified-program correctness. In fact, the following program is incor- 
rect, since the assignment z := 1 aborts if z has not been declared, which is not 
excluded by the precondition true: 
pre var( )ltrue; z := 1 post var(z)lz = 1. 
Its correct version is: 
pre var( )[declared(z); z := 1 post var(z)[z = 1. 
At the moment of declaration we do not attach any specific type (i.e. sort of the 
underlying data type) to our variables from the operational point of view all 
variables in our programs are typed 'dynamically'. However, using local specifica- 
tions we can impose on our programs a much more strict 'type discipline' than any 
usual type system can do. We may specify not only the types of variables, but any 
other properties that are expressible in our underlying data type. 
The correctness of blocks with more than one declaration is defined by induction 
on the length of the sequence of declarationsmwe omit the formal definition here. 
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5. Example 
Using the above kernel of the language we can already present a short example, 
a bit oversimplified, but perhaps useful to give an idea of what specified programs 
look like and how they should be dealt with. 
We outline the development of a program that computes the exponantiation of
nonnegative integers. The example is based on an informal presentation i [12]. 
Note that clue to the use of binary assertions we do not need special variables to 
preserve initial values of the arguments. 
We adopt he convention that inv BA; ST  vni denotes the statement that is obtained 
from ST by adding (syntactically) the assertion BA to all its local specifications. A 
similar convention is adopted for specified programs: 
inv var(2)[p; 
pre var (Xpr)[qp, ; pre var(~, xpr)[P & qp, ; 
. . . . - • 
asvar(~i)]qi. . ,  denotes asvar(~, xi)[P & qi . . .  
. . . • • • 
post var( ~po )l qpo post var(~, xpo )[P & q~ ; 
vni. 
Our underlying data type consists here of standard truth values with the usual 
logical connectives and integers with the usual arithmetical operations and predi- 
cates, nnint stands for nonnegative integers. 
For two identifiers x, y let admissible(x, y) denote the formula 
integerx, y & x>11 & y>t0. 
We are to construct a correct specified program of the form: 
pre var( )[admissible(x, y) & declared(z); 
ST  
post var(z, x, y)]admissible(x', y') & z = x'Ty'. 
Let us start from the obvious program that raises x to the yth power by repeated 
multiplication: 
inv var( )[admissible(x', y') 
pre var( )ldeclared(z); 
z:= 1 
as var(z) lz= 1 sa 
while y > 0 
asvar(x, y, z) ladmissible(x,y) & integer z & z>0 & 
z • (x ty )  = z' * (x'ty') ter y in nnint 
do y, z :=y- l , z*xod  
post var(x, y, z)lz = x ' ty '  
vni. 
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Note that the (implicit) loop invariant is admissible(x, y) & integer z & z > 0 (cf. 
the clause for while-loops in Section 3). Thus, the above program will remain correct 
if we replace the assignment y, z := y -  1, z* x by any statement ST' such that: 
inv var( )[admissible(x', y'); 
pre vat()[admissible(x,y) & integer z & z>0 & y>0;  
ST' 
post vat(x, y, z)[admissible(x, y) & integer z & z > 0 & 
z*(x~y)=z'*(x'~y') & y'> y 
vni. 
This remark requires perhaps a more general comment. According to the definition 
of specified-program correctness, any statement is independent from the rest of a 
program: both the goal it must achieve and the information about the environment 
it may use are always stated in the appropriate (nearest) local specifications. Thus, 
for any statement (not necessarily elementary) in a specified program, local specifica- 
tions unambiguously determine the requirements (essentially in the form of pre- 
and postcondition) this statement must satisfy for the program to be correct. Hence, 
any statement may be replaced by another one that satisfies this requirement; and 
this change never destroys the program correctness. 
Now, coming back to the development of our simple program, let us take for 
example (EUREKA!) 
ST ' - i f  (y d iv2)*2=y then y,x:=y div 2, x ,x  else y, z :=y-  1, z .x  ft. 
The loop is now of the form 
while E as . . .  do if E, then ST1 else ST2 fi od. 
We may replace this loop by the 'deepened' one (it is easy to formulate an appropriate 
formal transformation rule): 
while E as . . .  do 
while E & El as . . .  do ST~ od 
as . . .  sa  
if E then ST2 else skip fi od. 
The main loop in our program is now the following: 
inv vat(x, y, z)ladmissible(x' , y ) & admissible(x, y) & integer z & 
z>0 & z*(x~y)=z'*(x"~y'); 
while y > 0 
as vat( )[true ter y in nnint 
do wh i ley>0 & (yd iv2)*2=y 
as vat( )ltrue ter y in nnint 
do x, y :=x*x ,y  div 2 od 
asvar( )lT(Y>O & (ydiv2)*2=y) & y<~y' & ~(y>O)Dy<y'  
sa  
if y > 0 then y, z := y - 1, z * x else skip fi 
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od 
vni. 
According to the loop-enrichment rule [8] we can enrich the inner loop with the 
assertion y > 0 (i.e. add the assertion to the loop invariant), since the following 
program is correct: 
pre var( )[y > 0 & admissible(x, y) & integer z & z > 0 & 
(y div 2) .2=y;  
x, y :=x*x,  y div 2 
post var(x, y, z)[y > O. 
Obviously, we can also introduce y > 0 to the intermittent assertion following the 
inner loop. The outer loop is now of the form: 
invvar(x, y, z)[admissible(x', y') & admissible(x, y) & integer z & 
z>0 & z*(x~y)=z'*(x"~y');  
while y > 0 
as var( )[true ter y in nnint 
do wh i ley>0 & (yd iv2)*2=y 
as vat( )IY > 0 ter y in nnint 
do x, y := x* x, y div 2 od 
asvar( ) l y>0 & 7(y>0 & (y div 2)* 2= y) & y<~ 
y' & -7 (y>0)~y<y'sa  
if y > 0 then y, z := y - 1, z * x else skip fi 
od 
vni. 
Now we can simplify logical formulae in our assertions and use the condition- 
modification rules [8] to replace the guarding condit ions in the inner loop and the 
condit ional statement, which leads to the final version of our program: 
inv var( )ladmissible(x', y');  
pre var( )[declared(z); 
z:= 1 
as var(z)lz = 1 sa 
inv var(x, y, z)[admissible(x, y) & integer z & z > 0 & 
z.(x'~y)= z' *(x'~y'); 
while y > 0 as var( )ltnle ter y in nnint 
do while (y div 2)* 2 =y  
as var( )ltrue ter y in nnint 
do x ,y :=x*x ,y  div 2 od 
as var( )I(Y div 2 ) .2#y & y<~y' sa 
y ,z :=y-1 ,  z*x  
od 
vni 
post var(z, x, y)lz = x"~y' 
vni. 
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6. Procedures 
To improve the readability of programs and to simplify their specifications, and 
hence to make their development and maintenance easier, we impose two restrictions 
on procedures in our language: 
(l) We exclude side-effects, i.e. parameter passing is the only way to communicate 
between a procedure and the rest of a program. 
(2) From among a number of parameter-passing mechanisms we adopt only two: 
by value and by value/result. 
Now, a procedure declaration in a specified program consists of two parts: a 
specification and a specified body. 
proc p(res ~, val )~) pre A post PA: 
pre BApr; ST post BApo 
specification 
specified body. 
The specification is a standard procedure heading (a procedure name plus two 
lists of parameters, passed by value/result and by value, respectively) equipped 
with a procedure pre- and postcondition (A and PA, respectively). A unary procedure 
precondition A describes admissible initial values of parameters and a binary 
procedure postcondition PA (without a list of non-constant-value variables, assumed 
to coincide with ~) describes the final values of parameters (with respect o their 
initial values). For the sake of (1) above, we assume that formal parameters (and 
their primed copies for PA) are the only free variables of A and PA. All the 
informations about a procedure we would like to offer to a user should be explicitly 
stated in the procedure specification. The body is an arbitrary specified program. 
Note that since we usually want to use a procedure in several different contexts 
we have to make its specification independent from the environment. This means 
that procedure specifications must use a local reference point, and the procedure 
entry point seems most natural here. As with blocks, this implies the use of unary 
preconditions in procedure specifications. 
A procedure declaration binds to the procedure name a semantic object (called 
a procedure, too)--an element of a semantic domain Proc = (Ide* ×Exp*)-> S--> S, 
which whenever given a sequence of identifiers (actual parameters passed by 
value/result), a sequence of expressions (actual parameters passed by value) and 
a state (in which the procedure is invoked) yields another state--the state which 
results from the procedure invocation (we omit the formal definition here). Since 
we forbid side-effects, the result state may differ from the initial one at most on the 
actual parameters passed by value/result. 
The standard approach for proving the correctness of procedure calls is to fix an 
environment of current procedure declarations and to analyse a procedure call in 
this environment (cf. e.g. [1, 5]). But in our opinion this unnecessarily distinguishes 
procedures from other program objects (data values, for example). To achieve 
uniformity in the description of objects in specified programs we add to our assertions 
procedure specifications as predicates describing semantic objects that belong to 
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Proc (similar ideas may be found in [21]). A procedure issaid to satisfy a specification 
proc p (res ~, val Y) pre A post PA 
if, when invoked for actual parameters which when bound to formal ones (~, Y) 
satisfy A, it yields resulting values of value/result parameters that satisfy PA (with 
respect o the initial values of parameters). 
We can state this a bit more formally: a state s satisfies the assertion proc p (res 
~, val Y) pre A post PA if p denotes in s a procedure P such that for any state So, 
any sequence of mutually different identifiers ~ and any sequence of expressions/~ 
of lengths equal to those of ~ and )~, respectively, if the values of all elements in 
and /~ are defined in So then 
So~ {A(~,/~/~, 9)} 
(So, P(~, F)(So))~[var(~)lPA(~ , ~',F'/~,~', )~')]" 
A procedure declaration is said to be correct if its body (as a specified program) 
is correct and if the body specification is consistent with the specification of the 
procedure, i.e., roughly, if A implies BApr and BApo considered as a description of 
the final values of parameters passed by value/result with respect to the initial values 
of all parameters implies var(~)lPA. Note that the procedure precondition A selects 
the information about procedure parameters that may be used in the body. Thus, 
the procedure specification provides a complete description of an 'interface' between 
the procedure implementationDthe bodyDand an 'external environment'. 
Here is an example of correct procedure declaration: 
proc sign (res z, val x)  pre real  z, x post z • x' i> 0 & z ~ 0: 
pre var( )[real x & declared(z); 
i f  x >I 0 then z := 1 else z := - 1 fi 
postvar(z)]realx, z & (x>~O~z=l) & (x<ODz=- l ) .  
Of course, all the procedure declarations in a correct specified program must be 
correct. In fact, the correctness of blocks containing a procedure declaration is 
defined as follows (prsp(p) and SP denote here, respectively, a specification and 
a body of procedure p): 
pre BAvr; with A begin prsp(p):SP; ST with var (~) lPA  end post BApo 
(2) prsp(p):SP is a correct procedure declaration 
(3) inv var( )[prsp(p); 
pre var( )](3p)(A); ST post var(~)]PA 
vni 
(4) [BAvr][var(~)](:lp)(:lp')(PA & prsp(p)) & p=p']c_[BApo]. 
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Note that to allow correct procedure calls we introduce (automatically) the 
procedure specification to all local specifications of the block the procedure is 
declared in. Thus, the correctness of procedure calls may be proved directly, without 
additional assertions, in the same way as for elementary statements. Formally, to 
define the correctness of procedure calls we use the clause given for elementary 
statements in Section 3. 
For example, the following procedure call is correct: 
pre var( )[real u, v & v>O & 
proc sign(res z, vai x) pre real x, z post z*x'>~O & z~O;  
sign( u, v) 
post var(u)[real u, v & v>0 & u>0.  
Note again that all the required information about a procedure must be given in 
its specification. Thus, for example, even in the context of the above declaration of 
sign, no user is allowed to 'know' the resulting value of z (or even its sign for x = 0). 
Hence, the following program is incorrect: 
pre var( )[real u, v & v>O &" 
proc sign(res z, val x) pre real x, z post z*x'>>-O & z~O;  
sign(u, v) 
post var(u)[real u, v & v>0 & u= 1. 
We have introduced no special mechanism to pass procedures as parameters in 
specified programs. Nevertheless, procedural parameters are allowed here (due to 
the uniform treatment of all values bound to identifiers, procedures may be passed 
both by value and by value/result, hough the latter seems to make little sense). 
This apparently raises a danger of uncontrolled recursion (via self-application). 
Fortunately, the requirement that all the properties of parameters we use in a 
procedure body must be explicitly stated in the specification prevents this. Namely, 
to cause an uncontrolled recursion via self-application of a procedure one would 
have to include its complete specification i  the precondition of this specificationm 
which is impossible. 
7. Functions 
Another important construct available in most programming languages are func- 
tional procedures (or just functions). We introduce them to our specified programs 
in much the same way as procedures (so we can avoid all the formal definitions in 
this section). The restrictions accepted in Section 6 imply now that all the information 
from outside is passed to a function through (value) parameters and the only result 
of a function call is the value it computes. 
To introduce function calls into our language we have to extend in the obvious 
way the set of expressions and their semantics. This results, of course, in the 
appropriate changes for assertions. 
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As with procedures, a function declaration in a specified program consists of two 
parts: a specification and a specified body: 
fune f (~)  pre A~ post A2: 
pre BApr ; ST  post BApo take E 
specification 
specified body. 
The specification is a function heading (a function name plus a list of parameters) 
equipped with a function pre- and postcondition. A function precondition A, 
describes admissible values of parameters, a function postcondition A2 describes 
tl~e result of the function, denoted here by the special, reserved identifier result, 
with respect o the parameter values. We assume that the formal parameters (and 
result for A2) are the only free variables of At and A2. 
The body is an arbitrary specified program followed by an expression that 
determines the result of function calls. To evaluate the function, first the program 
is executed (with the actual parameter values bound to the formal parameters), and 
then the expression is evaluated, which yields the result value of the function call. 
Additionally we assume that result is (implicitly) declared as a global variable of 
the function body. 
Now, as with procedures, we add function specifications to our assertions. A 
function is said to satisfy a specification 
func f (~)  pre Ai post A2 
if, when invoked for actual parameters which when bound to formal ones (~) satisfy 
A1, it yields a resulting value that bound to result sStisfies A2. A state s satisfies the 
above assertion if f denotes in s a function that satisfies the assertion. 
A function declaration is said to be correct if the specified program in its body 
is correct and if the body specification is consistent with the specification of the 
function, i.e., roughly, if A, implies BApr and BApo implies A2 with E substituted 
for result and the formal parameters replaced by their primed copies. 
Here is an example of a correct function declaration: 
func fsign(x) pre real x post result* x >~O & result ~ 0: 
pre var( )[real x; 
i f x1>0thenx:= l  e l sex :=- I  fi 
post var(x)lreal x' & (x'>>-ODx=l) & (x '<O.Dx=- l ) .  
take x. 
To allow correct function calls in expressions we introduce (automatically) the 
function specification to all local specifications of the block the function is declared 
in. Thus, the correctness of statements with expressions which now may contain 
function calls is proved as before. 
For example, the following program is correct: 
pre var( )]real t & t>0 & 
func fsign(x) pre real x post result * x >t 0 & result ~ 0; 
t := fsign( t) 
post var(t)lreal t & t > 0. 
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A function specification provides the only accessible information about the function. 
Thus, for example, even in the context of the above declaration offsign, no user is 
allowed to 'know' the value fsign(x) (or even its sign if x = 0). Hence, the following 
program is incorrect: 
pre var( )lreal t & t>O & 
func fs ign(x) pre real x post result * x >! 0 & result ~ O; 
t := fsign( t) 
post var(t)lt = 1. 
8. Example 
To illustrate the use of procedures and functions in specified programs we present 
here a correct heap-sort program. 
In this program we use real numbers (real), nonnegative integers (nnint), truth 
values (bool) and functions from an initial segment of positive integers into real 
(array) equipped with the usual operations. Perhaps less usual operations are: 
len:array--> nnint (an array a is a function a :{1, . . . ,  len(a)}--> real) 
swap: array x nnint x nnint--> array (swap(a, i,j) is a with the ith and jth 
elements wapped) 
perm :array × array--> bool (perm(a, b) yields true iff a is a permutation of b). 
We also use the following additional formulae: for any expressions a, b, i, j, m 
heap a between i, j~  (Vk)(nnint k & k<~j & k div 2>1 i D a[k div 2]<~ a[k]) 
heap a between i, j but m = 
(Vk)(nnint k & k<~j & k div 2>~i & k div 2~mDa[k  div 2]~< a[k] & 
(m div 2~>i & 2m<~jD(a[m div 2]<.a[2m] & (2m<j  D 
aim div 2]<~ a[2m+ 1]))) 
m splits a -= ('Ok, l)(nnint k, l & 1 <<- k<~ m < l<~ len(a) D a[k]>~ a[l]) 
a equals b out of i, j -  (Vk)(nnint k & (1 ~< k< i v j<  k<~ len(a) ~ a[k]= b[k]) 
a is sorted between i , j - (Vk ,  l)(nnint k, l & i<<-k<l<~j D a[k]>~a[l]) 
Note that the above formulae are not predicates included in our underlying data 
type: they are just convenient notational abbreviations. 
Here is the program (some of its parts are only named first and are expanded 
below): 
inv var(a)[array a, a' & n = len(a) & n>>-2 & perm(a, a'); 
pre var( )ltrue; 
with true begin 
proc make-heap (res a, val i, j) 
pre array a & nnint i, j & 1 <~ i <~ j <~ len (a) & 
heap a between i + 1, j 
where 
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post perm(a, a') & a equals a' out of i,j & 
MAKE-HEAP- IMPLEMENTATION.  
new i; 
i := n div 2 
as var(i)[i = n div 2 sa 
BUILD-HEAP 
as var(i) lhea p a between 1, n sa 
i := n 
as var( i ) [ i= n & heap a between 1, n sa 
SO RT  
with var( )[a is sorted between 1, n end 
post var( )[a is sorted between 1, n 
vni 
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heap a between i,j: 
BUILD-HEAP ~- 
while i > 0 
as var(i)lnnint i & i<~n & heap a between i+ l ,  n ter i in nnint 
do make-heap(a, i, n) 
asvar(  ) lheapabetween i, n & l~<i~nsa  
i:-- i -1  
od 
SORT -= 
inv var(i)l i  splits a & a is sorted between i+1,  n; 
while i > 1 
as var( )lheap a between 1, i & 
do a, i:= swap(a, 1, i), i -  1 
as var( )lheap a between 2, 
make-heap(a, 1, i) 
od 
vni 
l<~i~<n ter i in  nnint 
i & l<~i<i'<<-n sa 
MAKE-HEAP- IMPLEMENTATION 
inv var(a)larray a, a'  & n = len(a) >I 2 & perm(a, a') & 
a equals a' out of i', j & 1 <~ i' <~ i <~ j <~ len (a) ; 
pre vat( )[heap a between i + 1, j ;  
with heap a between i + 1, j begin 
func less-son(a, k, j )  
prearraya & nnint k, j  & l~k<j~len(a)  & 2k<~j 
post (result = 2k'& (2k = j  v a[2k]<~ a[2k + 1])) v 
(result=2k+l & 2k<j  & a[2k]~a[2k+l]) :  
LESS-SON- IMPLEMENTATION,  
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where 
new 1; 
while 2i ~<j 
as var(i, l)ldeclared(l ) & heap a between i', j but i 
ter j - i in nnint 
do /:= less-son(a, i j) 
as var(/) l /= less-son(a, i j) & 2i<~j & 
heap a between i', j but i sa 
if a[i]<~a[l] then i:=j else a, i:= swap(a, i, l), l fi 
od 
with var(i)lheap a between i', j end 
post var(i)lheap a between i', j 
vni 
LESS-SON- IMPLEMENTATION 
invvar( )larray a & nnint k' , j  & l<~k<~j<~len(a) & 2k'<~j; 
pre var( )ltrue; 
k : -2k  
as var(k)lk = 2k' sa 
if k < j  then 
if a[k+l]<a[k]  then k:= k+l  else skip fi 
else skip fi 
post var(k)[(k = 2k' & (k = j  v a[k]>~ a[k + 1])) v 




The main problem we have to solve to allow recursive procedure calls is how to 
prove termination. To make the proofs practically readable we allow only direct 
recursion (i.e. a procedure may call itself but mutually recursive procedures are 
forbidden). Now, termination is proved using a function that maps parameter values 
into a well-founded set and whose value decreases at each recursive call of a 
procedure. Of course, the termination expression that determines the function and 
(the name of) the well-founded set must be explicitly stated in the procedure 
specification. 
Rather than repeat a simple standard example of factorial presented in [24], we 
sketch below a recursive quick-sort procedure (see Section 8 for a short characteriz- 
ation of the underlying data type and some notation). 
proc quick-sort(res a, val l, r) 
prearraya & nnintl,  r & l<~l<r<<-len(a) 
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post array a, a' & perm(a,  a') & a equals a' out of l, r&  
a is sorted between l, r: 
rec ter r - l  in nnint: 
invvar(a)]array a, a' & perm(a,  a') & 1 <<- l<  r<~ len(a)  & 
a equals a' out of l, r; 
pre var( )[true; 
with true begin 
new II, fr, min, max;  
INITIATE 
as var(l/, fr, min, max)l/= II & r=f r  & min = a[l] >- max = a[r] 
sa 
inv var( ll, fr, max, min )[nnint ll, f r  & l <~ ll < f r  <~ r & 
real min, max & min >i max & 
(Vk)(nnint k D ( ( l < _ k <~ ll ~ a[ k] >>- min & 
(fr<~ k < - r ~ a[k]<~ max)) ) ;  
while fr - II > 1 
as var( )[true terfr - II in nnint 
do DRAW II, f r  AS FAR AS POSSIBLE 
as var( )[fr - II <~ fr '  - ll' & fr '  - ll' > 1 & 
a[ l l+ 1]<~ min & a[ f r -  1]~ > max sa 
RECOVER 
od 
as var( )Lfr -  I1 = 1 sa 
if l </ / then quick-sort(a, l, ll) else skip fi 
as var(" )Lfr - II = 1 & a is sorted between l, I Isa 
if f r  < r then quick-sort(a, fr, r) else skip fi 
vni 
with var( )[a is sorted between l, r end 
post var( )[a is sorted between l, r 
vni. 
(INITIATE, DRAW ll, f r  AS FAR AS POSSIBLE and  RECOVER are  appropriate statements 
that make the above declaration correct---details in [23]) 
To prove the (partial) correctness of the specified body we recursively use the 
procedure specification at each recursive procedure call. The termination, in turn, 
results from the fact that the values of the termination expression for the recursive 
calls ( / / - !  and r - f r ,  respectively) are proved to be less (in nnint) than the value 
of the termination expression for formal parameters ( r -  l). 
Formally, to allow correct recursive procedure calls, we introduce (automatically) 
to all local specifications of the recursive procedure body an assertionma recursive- 
procedure-call specification of the form 
rec proc p(res £, val jS) pre A post PA ter Et in wf  
with the following semantics: a procedure is said to satisfy the above specification, 
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if, when invoked for actual parameters which when bound to the formal parameters 
satisfy A and decrease in the well-founded set wf the value of E, (with respect o 
its 'formal' value), it yields resulting values of value/result parameters that satisfy 
PA. A state s satisfies the above assertion if p denotes in s a procedure that satisfies 
the assertion. 
Now, the correctness of recursive procedure calls may be proved directly, without 
additional local specifications, as for non-recursive procedure calls. 
Recursive functions are introduced in the same way as recursive procedures-- 
details are omitted here. 
10. Indirect implementations 
The first of the two constraints imposed on procedures in Section 6 was interpreted 
in a seemingly too restrictive way: side-effects were eliminated simply by disallowing 
the use of global objects in procedure bodies at all. This, in our opinion, is fully 
acceptable for global variables, but not for global procedures and functions. Thus, 
we allow the use of external procedures and functions in procedure bodies and 
specifications (though in this section we consider procedures only, the same applies 
to functions--details are omitted). Of course, the properties of these externals must 
be explicitly stated. 
The more general form of a procedure declaration we now allow is: 
proc p(res ~, val 37) pre A post PA 
with A~,: pre BAp, ; ST post BApo 
where Aex, is a conjunction of procedure or function specifications. The external 
procedures and functions pecified in Aex, may be used in A and PA. The specification 
Aex, is (automatically) introduced to all specifications of the procedure body, which 
naturally enables correct calls of external procedures and functions in the body. 
Procedures and functions specified in A~x, must be accessible in the block in 
which the procedure is declared. This means that Aex, must be implied by the 
precondition of the block. 
Note again that, as was already mentioned, the procedure specification (with the 
specification of its externals included) is the complete description of an interface 
between the implementation--the procedure body--and the 'external world'. Thus, 
whatever the properties of externals happen to be (or even: happen to be specified 
outside the procedure), in the procedure body we can rely only on (and hence only 
use) the properties explicitly stated in A,~,. 
A procedure and the externals it uses (at least those used in the specification) 
are considered as a whole. A redeclaration of any of these externals makes the 
procedure useless, since it may be impossible to check whether the pre- and 
postcondition from the procedure specification hold. 
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Note that this restriction would be hardly acceptable for usual programs. In 
specified programs, however, to be able to use a procedure a user must be given its 
complete specification and this specification states explicitly which identifiers cannot 
be redeclared. Thus, for specified programs the above restriction resembles the 
obvious requirement that in a block if one wants to use a procedure its name cannot 
be redeclared. 
II. Final remarks 
The notion of specified-program correctness is adequate in the sense that if a 
specified program is correct then it is also globally correct with respect o the pre- 
and postcondition stated in its specification. If a procedure or function declaration 
is correct then the declared procedure or function satisfies the specification stated 
in the declaration. 
Note, however, that if we dealt with nondeterministic programs, the accepted 
definition of global correctness would not be quite satisfactory. Since in this definition 
(Section 3) we require only that for each admissible input state there exists a 
'successful' computation, it would lead to so-called 'angelic nondeterminism'. On 
the other hand, it is easy to see that all the clauses (except for the case of elementary 
statements) defining the correctness of specified programs preserve a stronger notion 
of global correctness which guarantees that all computations are 'successful'. 
The inductive definition of specified-program correctness in an obvious (though 
implicit) way describes a Hoare-like verification system for proving global correct- 
ness. It seems to be worth separate investigation, so only a few tentative remarks 
are given here. 
The soundness of the system obviously follows from the above-mentioned 
adequacy of the notion of specified-program correctness. 
Of course, the system is not complete, even in the weak sense of completeness 
used in the context of HOare-like verification systems. However, even disregarding 
the usual incompleteness of a proof system for the underlying data type theory 
and Clarke's result stating that there is no complete Hoare-like proof system for 
programs with sufficiently rich control structures (cf. [1] and references there), we 
do not consider the incompleteness of our system to be a real disadvantage. From 
the point of view of this paper, the main aim of a program-verification system is 
not to allow a proof of correctness of any program a user may invent, but rather 
to suggest a methodology for designing well-structured and easily-provable pro- 
grams. 
On the other hand, we could not accePt as a basis for our considerations a trivially 
incomplete system (for example, one which provided no verification rule for while- 
loops). Fortunately, this is not the situation here. Assuming expressiveness of the 
assertion language (both for weakest preconditions and termination expressions) 
one may prove the relative completeness of our system for a reasonably wide class 
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of programs. The only restrictions on programs concern the implementations of
recursive procedures and functions (e.g. the value of the termination expression 
may not be increased in a recursive procedure body) and the externals used in 
indirect implementations (which cannot be redeclared in blocks where the imple- 
mented procedure or function is to be used--cf. Section 10). 
In contrast to other approaches to program specifications using binary conditions 
we decided to allow not only postconditions but also preconditions to be binary. 
First, it should be observed that this does not cause any additional inconvenience 
in the use of our proof system; any proof in a system which involves only unary 
preconditions may easily be embedded into it. Moreover, we feel that due to the use 
of binary preconditions we obtained a nice symmetry, especially visible in the 
relatively simple clause for sequential statements. On the other hand, it should be 
noticed that whenever one wants to specify a program fragment independently from 
its environment, it seems to be natural to locally shift a reference point with respect 
to which the program is specified to the beginning of the fragment, and hence to 
use a local unary precondition (cf. Sections 4 and 6). 
Observe also that we implicitly assumed that our programs are specified with 
respect o a reference point which is (dynamically) 'before' the program itself. A 
symmetric approach seems to be very interesting and requires some investigation: 
specifications with respect o a reference point 'after' the specified program may be 
quite natural for languages which are given so-called standard (continuation) 
semantics. 
Finally, let us note that our specified programs are quite similar to ordinary 
programs: all variables have concrete values; procedures and functions are always 
unambiguously implemented. However, the requirement of specified-program cor- 
rectness, which is defined with respect o local specifications, forces us to put aside 
these concrete values of objects we use. In our programs one may only use those 
properties of objects that are explicitly stated in local specifications. This makes 
specified programs in some sense abstract, which, in turn, makes them (relatively) 
easy to understand, to verify and to construct. 
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